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01
Introduction
"ELF Masters" is a fantasy based adventure blockchain game
featuring mysterious elves and cute female masters. Players have
the opportunity to purchase elves and masters to explore, battle, and
train with their characters as they explore the magical world where
the elves live.
The game is designed with a "Play to Earn" ecosystem, which is the
best part of blockchain games, including NFTs and tokens, where
players can earn tokens by contributing to the game. NFTs can be
owned, sent, and sold; scholarships can be also possible by renting
out to other players, and communities can be created around NFTs
to participate in the game.
ELF Masters is a complete original title produced by the game studio
HashGames, and is designed in compliance with Japanese laws and
regulations, as well as with attractive characters and game design.
This white paper will introduce ELF Masters' worldview, game
features, elements, and token economics incorporating blockchain
technology.
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02
Overview of ELF Masters
2.1｜Worldview of ELF Masters
The sky, the sea, the forest - it is a magical world inhabited by
mysterious elves and their master. They form a community in their
living space, the colony, and live in harmony in a rich natural
environment filled with magical energy.

Meanwhile, monsters that absorb excessive amounts of magical
energy have been appearing in large numbers all over the place. The
monsters have expanded their power and begun to attack the elves
who originally lived in the colonies and take their territory. As the
number of monsters increased, the balance of magical energy in the
world became unbalanced, and natural disasters such as tornadoes
and volcanic eruptions began to occur in various places.
Elves and masters face formidable enemies and tough challenges in
their quest to protect the homeland of the spirit elves and restore
peace to the world.
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2. 2｜Game Field Overview
2.2.1 Dungeon Exploration
Adventures in the magical world involve exploring multiple areas
called "dungeons". Elves, along with their masters, can explore the
fields of the dungeon and enjoy the exploration elements such as
randomly appearing monsters, treasure boxes, and events.

Dungeon Map

Dungeon field screen

There are several worlds in the dungeon, and players can choose
which world to explore. Through battles with monsters and dungeon
exploration, players can earn tokens and items.
Players build a party of elves and masters to defeat monsters
through card battles.
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Battle Screen

2.2.2 World Exploration
World Exploration allows you to explore multiple worlds in the magical
world, including forests, oceans, deserts, and cities. This mode allows
players to enjoy the world of elves and masters.
The world map consists of countless blocks, and players can move
and explore freely on the world map. In addition to the same
exploration elements as the dungeon map, players can explore
unknown worlds, such as discovering mysterious ruins.
During world map exploration, players will be able to obtain equipment
items that will allow them to change the appearance of elves and
masters.

World Exploration
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2.2.3. Other
・“Blessing of the Goddess” - Coming soon
・“Permanent Tower” - Coming soon
・Colony (Metaverse) System
A colony is a living space for the spirit elves and their master. It is an
empty space at first, so create a space where the elves and the
masters can live comfortably.
You can set up buildings and grow plants in the colony. Customize
freely and create your own original colony.
By installing the NFTs you own, you can gain additional effects such
as game speed improvement to clear dungeon exploration. There are
many other impacts to gameplay that can be achieved by developing a
colony.
In addition, we aim to create a Metaverse economic zone where
players can interact with each other through colonies and
spontaneously conduct business and hold events within the
community.

Image of colony
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Regarding NFTs used in the game
3.1｜NFT Overview
ELF Masters have two types of NFTs, Master NFTs and Elf NFTs.
Master NFTs are the protagonists of battles, each with six professions, six
attributes, and a variety of skills.
Elf NFTs support their master NFTs by providing buffing effects that enhance
the master NFT's status.

An example of a masters and an elves

Each Elf NFT and Master NFT has its own rarity. The higher the rarity, the more
gorgeous the appearance and battle presentation, the more powerful the status
during monster battles, and the faster you can clear dungeons. In addition, the
higher the rarity, the more rewards you get.
In addition, as collectible NFTs, rare NFTs with high rarity and NFTs that you like
the look of can be collected and enjoyed.

3.2｜Master NFT
Due to the different worlds from which the masters come from, there are many
different types of masters with different combinations of attributes, equipment,
and parts. From here, the details of the Master NFT will be explained.
■ Roles
The Master NFT functions as the main character in the battle. During game
play, three Master NFTs are required per party, and up to three Elf NFTs can be
equipped, as described below.
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■ Job
Master NFTs have one of six jobs: tank, sorcerer, assassin, warrior, mage, and
archer. Each profession has different specific stats that increase faster.
For example, a tank with high HP parameters is suited for long-term battles, an
assassin with high speed can drastically change the battle situation with a
critical hit, and a sorcerer with high attack power and combo parameters is
specialized for attacks.

Master job List

■ Status
The following six types of statuses exist and vary by rarity and occupation.
A breakdown and summary of the statuses are as follows:
・HP：The amount of damage a character can withstand; if it reaches 0, the
character cannot act.
・Physical strength：It affects the HP of the character. The higher the value, the
higher the HP.
・Attack power：It affects the damage done when attacking.
・Speed：It is the speed of an action in a turn. The higher the number, the more
priority is given to the use of skills.
・Critical Rate：The rate of critical hits. A critical hit increases the damage dealt
to the opponent.
・Moral：It affects the critical rate. The higher the value, the higher the critical
rate.
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・Combo：Additional damage is dealt when a character uses a series of skills in
the same turn. The higher the parameters of the combo, the more damage
it inflicts.
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In addition, the characteristics of the parameters for each occupation are as
follows:

Master job Parameters

■Rarity
There are currently six rarities of masters as listed below.
R (Rare) and higher rarity masters can earn tokens through game play. The
higher the percentage of high rarity masters in the party, the more rewards you
can earn.
For example, a party with three MR masters will earn more rewards than a party
with one MR master and two UR masters.
※If there is even one N (Normal) character in your party, you will not be able to
earn any token-related rewards.
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Master Rarity

In addition, the higher the rarity of a master, the higher his/her basic stats will
be, giving the player an advantage in the game; as for PvP, adjustments will be
made to the basic stats for each rarity level, with the aim of creating a more
strategically oriented system.
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Parameter changes for each rarity

■ Attributes
Master NFTs have one of six attributes: water, fire, lightning, nature, light, and
dark. Attributes are determined by the number of parts having the same
attribute.
■ Attribute affinity

Attacks on compatible attributes：Damage is increased by 15%.
Attacks on incompatible attributes：Damage is reduced by 15%.
Fire：Damage is increased by 15% against lightning and decreased by 15%
against water. The damage is also reduced by 5% against the dark attribute due
to the suppression effect.
Water：Damage is increased by 15% against fire and decreased by 15%
against nature. The damage is also reduced by 5% against the dark attribute
due to a suppression effect.
Lightning：Damage is increased by 15% against nature and decreased by 15%
against fire. The damage is also reduced by 5% against the dark attribute due
to the suppression effect.
Nature：Damage is increased by 15% against the water attribute and decreased
by 15% against the lightning attribute. The damage is also reduced by 5%
against the dark attribute due to the suppression effect.
Dark：It has a suppression effect (5% increase in damage) against fire, water,
lightning, and nature, and 15% less damage against light attributes.
Light：Damage is increased by 15% against the dark attribute.
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Each attribute has a strong and weak relationship. The relationship is illustrated
in the figure below.

Attribute Affinity Relationships

■ Parts
There are five parts (accessories, weapons, body, hair, and face). Each part has
six different attributes, depending on the part, and countless combinations exist.

Number of parts per section for each attribute

■ Skill
Master NFT has skill cards that correspond to the parts of a character, and
the skills they have vary depending on their attributes and occupation. Skill
cards may be added or their effects may change as a result of updates.
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An example of a master NFT

Example of Skill Card

3.3｜Elf NFT
Elves mainly support the master. Each elf has a different auxiliary effect, so you
may find an unexpected combination with a master.
Elf NFTs serve as supporters of master NFTs and can evolve depending on
their level. In its final form, the third form, it is able to attack enemies together
with the master NFT.
The game can be played with only the three aforementioned master NFTs, but
including elves in the party will increase the amount of rewards and possibility
of conquering higher difficulty stages.
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An example of Elf NFT

■ Rarity
Elves come in the following 5 rarities and 3 forms.
The amount of reward increases with the rarity, as well as the level of evolution.
In the 3rd and final form, the elves themselves participate in attacks.
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Rarity of Elf NFT

Evolutionary form of Elf NFT

■ Attribute
Elf NFTs have one of six attributes: water, fire, lightning, nature, light, and dark.
When upgraded, they gain skills corresponding to their attributes.
Elves in their third form can participate in attacks, but are not affected by the
attribute affinity of the attack. Also, it is not necessary to equip the elf with an
attribute that corresponds to the master's attribute.

3.4｜How to purchase NFTs
NFTs used in ELF Masters will be traded primarily on PLT Place, the official ELF
Masters marketplace. However, for some sales, such as campaign projects,
sales will also be made on external marketplaces such as OpenSea.
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In addition, Master NFTs and Elf NFTs can be purchased on PLT Place, and
secondary sales can be conducted between players.
Master NFTs and Elf NFTs purchased outside of the Palette Chain can also be
used in-game and sold secondarily by bridging through the Palette Chain's
cross-chain function.

NFT marketplace "PLT Place”

04
About the game system
4.1 | Fundamental Battle System
ELF Masters offers two types of battles: monster battles in dungeons (PvE) and
player battles (PvP), in which players battle each other to improve their skills. The
two battle systems share many common elements, and strategies used in Monster
Battles can be applied to Player Battles.
Both monster battles and player battles share the same battle system. The basic
battle flow and systems are described below.
■ Turn-based system
Battles are turn-based, and the development of the battle depends greatly on the
player's strategy. At the start of each turn, players can use the skill cards in their
hand.
After card selection is completed, the characters act in the order of their speed value,
one of their stats, and the turn ends when all characters on the field have completed
their actions. Turns are also repeated until the winner of the battle is decided.
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■ Skill Card / Characteristics
The master has four skill cards and the elf has one set of characteristics. Skill cards
determine a character's actions in a turn.
Skill cards are grouped together in a deck, and the deck consists of a total of 24
cards. The starting hand at the beginning of a battle is five cards, and three cards are
added to the hand from the deck each turn.
The deck holds four different skill cards per master, with two cards per master being
incorporated into the deck for each type of skill card.

Battle Image

■ Mana
Mana is required to use the cards. The maximum amount of mana a party can hold is
10 points, which is recovered over the course of a turn. It is consumed each time a
skill card is used.
At the beginning of each turn, a certain number of points of mana will be recovered.
The number of mana required for each skill card is different, so it is important for
players to manage mana for each turn.
● Mana recovery rate
○ PvE
3 mana is given at the start of battle and the maximum value increases by
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2 mana to a maximum of 10 mana. It is restored to its maximum value
each turn.
○ PvP
Currently under development.

Battle Victory Screen

4.2 | Monster Battle (PvE)
If, while adventuring in a dungeon, you enter a monster's territory, the monster will
attack you and a monster battle will begin. Each monster has a variety of skills and
different attack methods depending on its species.
In the monster battle, players have unlimited time to choose their actions, so they can
take their time to predict the monster's attack and decide what the Elf and Master will
do.
Elves and masters can gain experience by defeating monsters, which will help them
grow and become more powerful. On rare occasions, such as during events, NFT will
also be acquired upon dungeon clearing.
Monster battles can also be played in "Dungeon Exploration" and "World
Exploration".
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Images of the monster battle

4.2.1 Dungeon Exploration Details
In dungeon exploration, which is primarily where monster battles take place, players
can create a party consisting of a master and an elf and challenge themselves to
explore the dungeon for as long as they have the stamina and energy to do so.
The details of each are as follows:
■ Party
One party consists of at least 3 masters. Masters can be equipped with elves; a party
requires a minimum of 3 master NFTs.
Each character has different skills and attributes, which allows for a wider range of
strategies in assembling a party.
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Party creation screen

■ Stamina
Exploring a dungeon consumes stamina. Stamina is held in units per account, and
the maximum amount of stamina and the speed of recovery will vary depending on
the number of master NFTs owned. A certain amount of time is required for recovery,
and there is a cap on the amount of stamina that can be recovered per day. In
addition, the amount of stamina consumed when exploring dungeons varies from
dungeon to dungeon.

“Stamina”
■ Activity Power / Energy
To explore a dungeon, you need to consume activity power. Each master NFT has a
fixed limit and requires a certain amount of time to recover; there is a daily limit to the
amount of activity power that can be recovered, so more items to recover activity
power and more master NFTs are needed to explore more dungeons.
■ Fatigue
As you explore the dungeon, fatigue accumulates in both the master NFT and elf
NFT. The amount of rewards earned will decrease when the level of fatigue exceeds
a certain level. Fatigue level does not recover over time, so it is necessary to
purchase and use recovery items in order to recover.
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Top is activity power, bottom is fatigue amount

■ Force Core
Force cores are in-game items that can be converted into tokens and earned through
dungeon exploration. The amount of force cores acquired is determined by the
composition of the party, the stage cleared, and a random number of 4 levels.
Therefore, even if the same party clears the same stage, the amount of force cores
acquired will vary.
If a party is wiped out, the acquired force cores will not be received. The Force Cores
earned will be stored in the player's box, and the player will be able to obtain tokens
the next day or later according to the amount of Force Cores earned.
The amount of tokens earned depends on the ratio of one's Force Core to the total
Force Core of the entire player, so the absolute amount of Force Cores does not
correspond to the amount of tokens earned.

■ Search score
There are 3 scores (★) for exploration as follows. The amount of items that can be
acquired varies according to the search score. However, it does not affect the
amount of force core earned.
● Stage Clear
● All members of the party survive to clear the stage.
● Explore all rooms
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ダンジョン選択画面

4.2.2 World Exploration Details - Coming soon

4.3 | Player Battle (PvP)
In player battles, you can compete against other players' parties. The battles are
rated, and players are matched with players of similar abilities, allowing players to
enjoy the thrill of the battle.
Unlike monster battles, player battles have a time limit for choosing actions, so
players must decide their strategy within a limited time.
Create your strategy based on the party composition of elves and masters, skill
combinations, and information on your opponent's skills to win the battle.
※Player battles are currently under development and more details will be released at
a later date.
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4.4 | Character growth mechanism
Masters and Elves in the game can gain experience and level up through
adventures and battles.
■ Character Levels
The maximum level for both masters and elves is 60 levels. Masters can
increase their status by leveling up. To level up, "experience" must be gained,
and experience can be gained in the following ways:
・Defeat monsters in monster battles
・Defeat opponent characters in player battles
・Use of items
Master NFTs are also required to release character skills called skill trees when
they reach a certain level, and releasing the skill tree for each level also
releases the maximum level up.
■ Master : Growing Your Skill Tree
Master NFTs have a tree of skills, called a skill tree, which can be grown
according to the player's choices. The combination of leveling up and unlocking
skill trees can be used to gain an advantage in battle.
Note that skill tree growth requires growth items and tokens such as PLTs, and
the amount of items required to release a skill tree varies with each rarity. The
amount of items required to unlock the skill tree increases as the level
increases.
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Skill Tree Screen

■ Elf : Evolution
As for some rarity elves, they can evolve when they reach a certain level. By
evolving, elves gain new characteristics and are able to attack enemy
characters along with their masters.
The evolution of elves requires the consumption of items and tokens such as
PLT, and the amount of items required increases as the form of evolution
increases.
■ Magic Stone - Coming soon

4.5 | How to earn tokens
There are two ways to earn tokens in the game.
The first is to earn force cores in-game and convert them to tokens. The second
is to earn PLT and other tokens directly from in-game ranking rewards.
4.5.1. Acquisition of force cores and conversion to tokens
■ Force core acquisition
Force cores are points that NFT holders can earn daily by playing in monster battles
(PvE) and player battles (PvP). The amount earned varies depending on the rarity of the
NFTs in the party, which stages are cleared, and random luck factors. Therefore, the
amount of Force Cores earned may vary even when the same party clears the same
stage. In addition, force cores cannot be acquired when NFTs of N-rare are included in
the party.
■ Force core to token conversion
The force cores earned are converted to tokens the next morning. The force cores earned
are stored in the player's box, and the player can obtain tokens from the next day
onwards according to the amount of force cores earned. The amount of tokens earned
depends on the ratio of the player's Force core to the total Force core of all players, so
the absolute amount of Force core does not correspond to the amount of tokens earned.
4.5.2. Direct acquisition of tokens
Tokens can be earned directly through season ranking rewards in PvP. Tokens are not
initially available, but will be added in future updates.
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4.6 | Token Deposit/Withdrawal
4.6.1 Token Withdrawal
Players may withdraw tokens earned in-game to their player-owned PLT wallet
at regular intervals. Once a withdrawal is made, the withdrawal will be available
14 days after the withdrawal timing. In addition, a certain fee will be charged at
the time of withdrawal.
4.6.2 Token Deposit
Players can deposit PLT into the game from an out-of-game PLT wallet. Once
deposited, PLT cannot be withdrawn and can only be used for in-game NFT
enhancement and recovery. Also, deposited PLT will be consumed in priority
over PLT earned in-game.

4.7 | In-Game Item
Upon clearing the dungeon, you will receive items and other items obtained from
battles and treasure boxes. If your party is wiped out, you will not receive the items
you have acquired.
In order to clear a dungeon, it is important to keep the characters' stamina up while
exploring the dungeon and returning through the exit.
■ Physical Strength（HP）Recovery Items
ex.)
Onigiri (Rice ball) : Allows the character's health to be restored during
dungeon exploration.
■ Experience Items
ex.)
Stone of Valor: After using it on masters, they can gain experience.
Elixir: After using it on an elf, experience will be gained.
■ Master growth items
ex.)
Primary Soul stone: after being used on a master, it can grow the master's
skill tree.
■ Elf evolution items
ex.)
Flame Ore: After being used on a fire elf, the elf can evolve.
Various other items will be added through future updates.
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4.8｜Scholarship Functions
4.8.1 Overview of Scholarship Functions
The Scholarship feature is a feature that allows Master and Elf NFTs to be lent
and borrowed among ELF Masters players. This feature allows players who do
not own NFTs to play the game.
There are two roles in this function: "Manager" and "Scholar".
■ Manager
A “Manager” is a player who lends NFTs to Scholars. By lending NFTs to a
Scholar, the manager can earn some tokens from the Scholar without having to
play the game himself.
By increasing the number of NFTs held and involving many scholars, a
community could be formed as a gaming guild. By creating a game community,
communication among players and the accumulation and sharing of know-how
can be enjoyed outside of the game.
■ Scholar
This is the name of the player who rents the NFT. Scholar receives a
predetermined percentage of tokens from the manager from the tokens
earned during the rental period. Scholars can split the tokens they earn
with the manager to get a head start on their game play before the Elf
NFTs and Master NFTs are prepared.
Scholars who are active in a gaming guild or scholarship community may
be able to borrow a powerful combination of NFTs or may be approached
by a manager as a coach to advise other scholars.
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Scholarship Function

4.8.2 How to Use Scholarship System
1. Create a wallet for the scholar and move the Master NFT and Elf NFT.
2. The manager creates a game account for the scholar, connects the wallet for the
scholar, and sets the password.
3. The manager shares the ID and password with the scholar.
4. Scholar logs in and plays the game using the manager's ID and password.
5. The manager transfers some tokens to scholar as rewards when he/she earns
rewards, etc.
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05
In-game token design
5.1｜Token Economy Overview

The ELF Masters in-game ecosystem is a system where tokens and NFTs
circulate between the operator, HashGames (HashPalette), and the players.
Players can use their own NFTs to earn tokens through game play. It is also
designed to allow players to buy and sell NFTs on the marketplace or lend them
to other players who do not own NFTs.
In the early stages of the game release, PLTs will be used as rewards to be
earned in the game, but will gradually be replaced by ELF and CST(Crystal
Shard Tokens), which are exclusive in-game tokens.
※Overview of ELF and CST and their use in the game is described below:

ELF Masters Token Economy
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5.2｜Token Overview
5.2.1 | $PLT(Palette Token)
ELF Masters will adopt the Palette blockchain as its blockchain and will use the
Palette token (PLT) as its initial distribution token.
Palette is an NFT-specific blockchain project with a "blockchain for NFTs," and
PLTs, tokens on the Palette chain, are issued to sustain the Palette ecosystem.
The Palette project aims to expand the Japanese content industry globally
through blockchain technology by establishing a platform for the use of two new
assets: NFTs and tokens.
The Palette blockchain, a layer 1 blockchain, is implemented with cross-chain
technology that connects different blockchains such as Ethereum and other
blockchain networks.
The company aims to expand its ecosystem with the use of NFTs in the fields of
manga/anime, art, music, sports, and games.

■ Specifications of $PLT
Token Standard

PRC-20 (Equivalent to ERC-20 standard for Ethereum
chain)

Currency Name

パレットトークン(Palette Token)

Symbol

PLT

Total Number issued

1,000,000,000

※For more information on the Palette chain and PLT, see the white paper below:
Palette White Paper

5.2.2 | $ELF
The $ELF is the governance token for ELF Masters and will be issued on the
Palette blockchain.
It is not a token that will be distributed regularly in the game, but will be
distributed through rewards for top ranking players in the game and event
rewards. They will also be used to buy, sell, and generate NFTs for masters and
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elves, purchase in-game content, and maintain character parameters. In
addition, we aim for governance by the community, including suggestions and
voting on in-game content. (For example, suggestions for improving master/elf
skill effects or adding new content.)
*Details on specific governance methods will be released at a later date.

■ Specifications of $ELF
Token Standard

PRC-20 (Equivalent to ERC-20 standard for Ethereum
chain)

Currency Name

ELF Token

Symbol

ELF

Total Number issued

1,000,000,000枚

5.2.3 | $CST(Crystal Shard Token)
The $CST (Crystal Shard Token) is a utility token in ELF Masters issued on the
Palette blockchain.
It is a token that is routinely issued as a reward for monster/player battles in the
game. $CST is used to buy, sell, generate NFTs for masters and elves,
purchase in-game content, and maintain character parameters.

■ Specifications of $CST
Token Standard

PRC-20 (Equivalent to ERC-20 standard for Ethereum
chain)

Currency Name

Crystal Shard Token

Symbol

CST

Total Number issued

10,000,000,000
*Total issue limit might be changed through submission of
proposals and governance vote by $ELF holders
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5.3｜Token Utility
Tokens in ELF Masters have a variety of uses.

5.3.1 Token Usage on PLT Place
■ Buying and Selling Master NFTs
The master is the main force in the battle, and it allows the player to
expand his or her tactical options.
3 masters are required per party, and new combinations of attributes and
skills make battles more enjoyable.
Masters are also collectible NFTs, so they can be collected and used as
SNS profile pictures or to observe them living in the colony.
※Levels are carried over after the sale or purchase.
■ Buying and Selling Elf NFT
Up to 3 of these lovely spirit elves that support the master can be included
per party. Each elf has a different buffing effect on the master, so you may
find an unexpected combination that strengthens the master.

5.3.2 In-game token usage
■ Purchasing Items
You can purchase items that are useful in the game. For example, you can
purchase a potion that restores your energy and to allow you to explore
more.
■ Fatigue recovery
Elves and masters have their own fatigue levels.
When fatigue builds up beyond a certain level, rewards gradually become
unobtainable. Recovery requires tokens such as $PLT, and periodic
recovery allows for exploration while earning more rewards.
■ Skill tree growth
Master NFTs can grow their skill trees by leveling up. Growing the skill tree
requires items and tokens, and the amount of tokens required increases
as the tree grows.
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5.3.3 Other Token Usage
■ Voting rights for in-game governance
Master and Elf NFT owners, depending on the amount of $ELF they hold,
will be able to vote on proposals for in-game content, with the goal of
governance by the community. Examples of such proposals include
improving the effectiveness of Master/Elf skills or adding new content.
*Details on specific governance methods will be released at a later date.

5.4｜$ELF and $CST token allocation and emission plans
■ About $ELF's Token Allocation
The $ELF token allocation is set as follows:
Title

Ratio Details

Management Team

22%

It will be used as an incentive for the
management and development team.

IEO Sale

10%

IEO (Initial Exchange Offering) will be sold to
public investors.

Private sale

4%

Selling to institutional investors.

Game Rewards

15%

It will be used as a reward in the game.

Gaming Ecosystem
Fund

12%

It is used for the stabilization of the game
ecosystem.

Staking Reward

8%

Used as a reward for staking function.

Marketing

4%

The funds will be used for marketing expenses
to expand the ecosystem.

Liquidity and
Exchange Listing

10%

Used in providing liquidity for exchange listings.

Advisors and
Partners

15%

Used as an incentive for advisors and partners.
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In addition, the $ELF lockup release schedule is set as follows:
Title

Ratio

Lockup Removal Schedule

Management Team

22%

Lock-up for 6 months after IEO, then unlocked
1/72 per month over 6 years.

IEO Sale

10%

Full amount unlocked after IEO.

Private Sale

4%

Lock-up for 6 months after IEO. Then unlocked
1/72 per month over the next 6 years.

Game Rewards

15%

Unlocked 1/72 per month over 6 years after
IEO.

Gaming Ecosystem
Fund

12%

Unlocked 1/72 per month over 6 years after
IEO.

Staking Reward

8%

Unlocked 1/72 per month over 6 years after
IEO.

Marketing

4%

Full amount unlocked after IEO.

Liquidity and
Exchange Listing

10%

Full amount unlocked after IEO.

Advisors and
Partners

15%

Unlocked 1/72 per month over 6 years after
IEO; after 6 years the full lockup is unlocked.
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■ About $CST's Token Allocation
The $CST token allocation is set as follows:
Title

Ratio Details

In-game release

91%

The money will be released as a reward in the
game.

Team holdings

5%

It will be used for ecosystem stabilization.

Liquidity and
Exchange Listing

4%

Used in providing liquidity for exchange listings.
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The $CST unlocking schedule is as follows.
In addition, the total supply of $CST will be 10 billion CST.
Title

Ratio Schedule for unlocking lockups

In-game release

91%

After listing, 10% of total supply is unlocked.
Then 30% of total supply will be unlocked 1/59th
of total supply each month over 59 months, with
40% of total supply unlocked after 5 years of
IEO. The remaining 51% will be planned on a
lock-up release schedule according to the
gaming ecosystem.

Team holdings

5%

1% of total supply unlocked after listing. 1/24th
of the total supply is unlocked each month over
the next 2 years.

Liquidity and
Exchange Listing

4%

Full amount unlocked after listing.
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5.5｜IEO Fund Use
The funds raised in the IEO will be used as follows:
Title

Ratio Details

Marketing

14%

It will be used for promotion and collaboration for
ecosystem activation.

Contractors

16%

The funds will be used to cover expenses for
external providers required in the operation of
ELF Masters.

Operation

33%

It will be used for project management staff.

Reserve funds

37%

The funds will be used for tax payments and
reserve funds.
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06
Roadmap
6.1｜ELF Masters' vision of the future
ELF Masters is committed to building an ecosystem that expands autonomously
through the token economy with the fantasy game as its medium. We aim to
become a project that is supported by the community, valuing the web3 concept
that allows anyone to participate in.
As "Japan's FIRST leading blockchain game," ELF Masters' future goal is to
provide a Play to Earn game that can be played safely by all, and to build a
sustainable game ecosystem utilizing crypto assets and NFTs.
In the future, by enabling the crossing of NFTs with multiple blockchain games
and making them interoperable in games published by HashGames, we aim to
realize a GameFi platform that is connected to all participants, including
players, economic regions, and game developers.
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ELF Masters Ecosystem

6.2｜Project Roadmap

Roadmap
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07
Project Team
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08
Information
■ Application Information
Language: Japanese / English / Chinese
Operating System: Smartphone(Android / Browser)
*When you play browser version, Chrome or Safari is recommended
■ Official Links
Website
: https://elfmasters.com
Twitter
: https://twitter.com/ELF_Masters
Discord
: https://discord.gg/dakctpmCRQ
■ Operator

HashPalette OfficialHP : https://hashpalette.com/
HashGames OfficialHP : https://www.hashgames.io/
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09
Disclaimer of Liabilities and Warranties
This material is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an
opinion regarding investment in ELF Masters or any other related platform.
The above information and analysis is not intended to facilitate investment
decisions, and players should be fully aware of the risks involved if they choose
to invest. In some countries, clear regulations are not in place regarding
blockchain projects and crypto assets, and legal or policy changes could result
in the loss of invested capital.
Investors should fully accept the risks and take responsibility for all
corresponding consequences of their decisions. Possible risks include, but are
not limited to, changes in government agency policies or regulations,
compliance, business cycles, hacking, delays or failures in technology
development, management risk, and price volatility.
Trading in crypto assets involves significant risks and may result in the loss of
invested capital. Before investing in ELF Masters and other related platforms,
investors should fully understand the risks involved, take into account their own
investment experience and investment objectives, and seek financial advice
from independent asset management professionals and others as necessary.
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